Enzymatic chain scission kinetics of poly(epsilon-caprolactone) monolayers.
The hydrolytic and enzymatic degradation behavior of poly(epsilon-caprolactone) (PCL) is investigated using the Langmuir monolayer technique, and an improved data acquisition and data reduction procedure is presented. Hydrolytic and enzymatic monolayer degradation experiments of PCL with various molecular weights by Pseudomonas cepacia lipase have been carried out to analyze the influence of subphase pH, subphase temperature, enzyme concentration, and the packing density of polymer chains on the degradation kinetics. The enzymatic monolayer degradation results in an exponential increase in the number of dissolved degradation fragments with increasing degradation time, which confirms random chain scission to be the dominant scission mechanism. The increase in the enzymatic scission rate constant with decreasing initial average molecular weight of the polymers is assigned to the influence of the area density of polar terminal groups on the substrate-enzyme complex formation.